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Best-in-class hardware and software, deliver an amazing audio and video experience for 
every meeting room in your office.

BlueJeans Rooms-as-a-Service featuring 
Poly Studio X Series 
Exceptional conference room systems, now available as an all-inclusive package.

•   Single Vendor Experience the ease of having  
BlueJeans as your sole vendor responsible for 
sales, distribution and support, ensuring a unified 
approach from the first call, throughout the lifetime 
of the relationship.

•   Peace of Mind, Guaranteed Remove the 
administrative overhead that typically comes with 
maintaining hardware, firmware and software by 
providing advanced hardware replacement and 
firmware and software updates free of charge.

e

Breathtaking simplicity delivered  
in a singular package 

BlueJeans Rooms’ one-touch join, calendar integration, 
and elegant user interface are coupled with Poly 
Studio X Series video bars to deliver immersive audio 
and intelligent video that redefine the meeting room 
experience. 

As-a-Service model simplifies your  
Rooms deployment

We are now offering BlueJeans Rooms-as-a-Service 
featuring Poly Studio X Series video bars to help you 
easily equip your meeting rooms with our best-in-class 
room solution. This offering is designed to be:

•   Flexible at an Affordable Cost Have the freedom  
to deploy as many BlueJeans Rooms as you need.

•   Easy-to-Buy Leverage a subscription model 
to eliminate the hassle of making large capital 
expenditures. Procurement and approval process 
becomes easier and faster.

•   Simple to Scale Proactively manage room 
deployment, scaling up and down with minimum hassle.

•   All Inclusive and Predictable Take advantage of  
a fixed monthly cost that includes service, warranty, 
hardware, support and management tools with no 
additional costs or hidden fees.
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To learn more about the innovative 
features of BlueJeans Rooms featuring 
Poly Studio X Series, visit our website.

BlueJeans Rooms featuring Poly Studio X Series 

• Solution components include Poly Studio X30, X50,  
or X70 and TC8 touch interface — no PC, NUC, or 
additional tablet required. 

• Flexible options to outfit rooms depending on room 
requirements — Studio X30 for small spaces and 
huddle rooms, X50 for medium-size conference 
rooms, and X70 for boardrooms.

• Features Poly’s proprietary Noise Block AI.  Blocks  
out unwanted noise so that your colleagues can  
hear what matters most.

• Poly’s proven Acoustic Fencing is perfect for 
larger rooms. Set the range of audio you want the 
microphone to pick up.

• Built-in camera tracking on both the Studio X30  
and X50 make sure you are always focused on  
who’s speaking.

• BlueJeans Rooms delivers one-touch meeting  
join and seamless calendar integration.

• BlueJeans Command Center provides real-time  
room analytics and centralized room management.  

• Automatic software updates to remove  
PC management headaches. 

• Complete hardware and software integration  
to yield a standardized platform and  
consistent user experience. 

Peace of mind from built-in maintenance  
and support 

• Premier warranty and forward replacement  
eliminate maintenance hassles.

• OpEx usage model provides financial flexibility.  

• Equipment refresh keeps you updated with  
the latest technology. 

• Subscription model offers flexibility from 
hardware lock-in.

KEY FEATURES

https://www.bluejeans.com/products/rooms/rooms-as-a-service

